The final arrival of the new Manchester book is of great interest to all of us in clinical oncology. It is very well produced and printed by Springer, and the price is standard for a book of this size in 1985 . It shows all the virtues of Ralston Paterson's 1947 and 1963 books and the spirit of "R.P.", the father figure, can Manchester technique with insertions in the kneechest position, followed by a description of caesium after loading using the Selectron system. Only interim recommendations are given for correction factors to dosage from higher dose-rates. The breast chapter by Ribeiro is interesting, kilovoltage therapy is still given for chest wall treatments though electron treatment is also described. Hormone treatment with receptor assays is outlined but chemotherapy is dealt with in the chemotherapy chapter. "Adjuvant" chemotherapy is not advocated and is barely mentioned. The "head and neck" -Duthie, Gupta and Pointon -now includes mouth, lip and cervical nodes and is good. Space does not allow mention of the other tumour sitesall are well done. This is essentially, as described, a Manchester handbook of radiotherapy. Anybody who takes radiotherapy seriously (and of course this means everybody!) should read it, there is much to be gained by Londoners as well as by Americans and indeed all clinical oncologists. There ought, however, in the next edition -much sooner please than twenty years ahead I to be a mention of results, more references and "further reading", more discussion of radiotherapy combination with chemotherapy, and some background The volumes in this series are usually first class and this is no exception -its seven articles provide a veritable goldmine of information and cover a very wide area.
The first chapter by Byers and Graham reviews the epidemiology of diet and cancer and summarises a fascinating spectrum of dietary factors and their association with different forms of human cancer. The problems of measuring "diet", of changes in diet with time and of relating dietary causal factors to cancers which appear some six to 20 years later are lucidly discussed, as are recent intervention studies involving changes in diet.
Gordon writes on the molecular aspects of immunoglobulin expression by human B cell leukaemias and lymphomas and this is an excellent far-ranging discussion on B cell malignancies. Our understanding of B cell systems has undergone a revolution over recent years due to the development and use of monoclonal antibodies and recombinant
